Science and Sentiment:
an Exposition and Criticism
Pare to *
of the Writings of Pareto
Hi~.~~~~~...A~LDoctrin~s of Frimi
tiY.~
This paper is a section of an Hi~~~~~~~~!-Doctrin~s
rrimit1Y~
Mental1tJ. It aims at showing what in Pareto's work is directly
the methods and, observations of Social Anthropology. It
relevant to
tothemethodsan~
It
Pare to to apply to documents
is further the chronicle of an attempt by Pareto
about civilized peoples .the same comparative analysis as was applied
to documents about savages in the great classics of social'
social
t!ve Cul1aJre
.Golde~,LeUoDct1on§
anthropology, Primi t!ve
Cu),1aJre ,'!he }~Qlde~,LeuoDct1on§
Menta1Eta.,
Mentalea~ etc.
When we realise that Pareto reached the same
oonclusions about 'civilized',behaviour as Levy-Bruhl reaohed about
'savage' behaviour it will readily be granted that his writings
are of concern to anthropologists and that if the rigid division of
studies into those that deal with civilized peoples and those
social stadies
that deal with primitive peoples is to be maintained it can only
\
be as a temporary convenience.
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Trt:\ttato di Soc1Ql~aaenfJ:z:a.:J.e
Soc1Ql~aaenfJ:z:a.le over
" In Vilfredo Pareto's vast Tr<:\ttato
a million words are devoted to an analysis of feelings and ideas.
The treatise is always amusing and is born of wide reading and
Pare to must be classed as political philosopher
bitter irony. But Pareto
rather than sociologist. His were the brilliance and shallowness
of the polemicist and the popularizer of scientific method. Like so
the,
many Italian students Pareto was a quarter of a century behind the.
rest of the scientific world so that his constant jibes and jeers
at phantom enemies become tedious. It is surely unnecessary to
spend two thousand pages in contravertt~g
contravertt~g the opinions of philo
philosophers, priests and politicians. Moreover, Pareto was a plagiarist,
and a very foolish one. One might think that he was unaware of
contemporaneous
sociological literature and such may indeedhaye
contemporaneouB SOciological
been the case. He does not mention the works of Durkheim, Freud,
and Levy-Bruhl, to cite only three savants, though they had dealt
with the same problems of sentiments, rationalizations, and non
nonlogical thoUght,
thought, that he was enquiring into. Even i f he was ignorant
of these works he certainly took
took many of his ideas, without due
recognition, from earlier writers whom he often repaid with abuse.
Of these I will mention only Bentham~
Bentham~ Marx,Nietzsche, Le Bon,
James, Sorel, Comte, and Frazer. Many authors are 'held up to .
derisi6n because they use metaphysical terms, . for Pareto
throughout
Paretothroughout
his prolix and ill-aranged arguments makes' much ado about remaining
in the scientific (logico-experimental) field. Nevertheless, he is

Originally published in
in the Bulletin
B1,llletin of the: Faculty
Faeul ty of Arts
(Cairo), 1936.
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~attato'
~attato' d1

SO.9iolbgi,a GeneraJ&. 1st ed. 2 vols., Florence, 1916•.
1916. ,
"'fi;ai te ge Soc1g1o..gi~4.tW",
Soc1Qlo..gi~4l:W",
A French translation under the title "'fi:aite
was pUblished
pUblished' in two volumes in Paris in 1917 and an English
translation under the title of "'+'he .Mind JAD.d._QQ~i1ttz."
JAD.d._QQ~i1ttz." was published
. in four volumes 'in London in 1935. I have only l3econd-hand
lisecond-hand acquain
acquaintance with Pareto's
Pareto 's 0 therthree important works: .QQyr.s d' 6concmi.c
6concm1c
.RQJ.1~Y§
.RQl1~Y§ 'p~sse
'p~sse a 1 'Up,1versit6
'Up,i.versit6 de LaUMDn~,
LaUMDn~, Lausanne, 1896"7;
L~L~yste!Iles
l1~uel d'~9Q1lQl1l~e
L~L~yste!Iles soci,aJ.1§tes.
sQciaJ.1§tes. Paris. 1902-3; and l1!l.lluel
d'~9Q1lQl11~e
RQ;t.;i,tJ.g~
RQl.;i.tJ.g~ Paris,
PariS, 1909.
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often as open to criticism on th~s score as tho;:;e
tho~e whom he ridicules.
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It may be asked why we trouble to digest a book which is so
bad. Pareto tried to solve
solveS.a. nUmber of'geliuine'problems
of'getiuine'problems and we can
learn as much from his failure as from his success about the nature
th!O! problems themselves and the terminological and methodological
, qf the
The. data he c,i tes
difficul ties involved in an enquiry into the.rp. The
it.also prqvidean illuminating commentary
and his treatment of italso
Levy-Bru4l's
on the theories of a number of writers, especially on Levy-BrU;l's
theory of primitive mentality because both,men were trying to .
discover. theiF
thei..!' interrelations.
classify types of thought and to discover
I"
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five major propositions.
propositions·.
The treatise contains .five
making' for social stability
1. There are sentiments ('residues') making"
for social change
('group'persistences') and sentiments making ·for
('instinct for combinations'). The study of these sentiments, of
their persistence, distribution,. and inter-relations, in individuals
and groups, is the whole sUbject-matter of sociology.
2, Sentiments are expressed not only in behaviour but also in

ideologies ('derivations'). These are of very little social
importance compared with sentiments and the only point in studying
conceal.
them is to discover the sentiments they both express and conceaL

3. Individuals
Individual~ are biologically heterogeneous.
In any society
a few are superior (, ~li tes ,) .to the res t and are the natural
leaders of a community.
4. The form and durability of a society depends o,n (a) the
distribution and mobility of these superior persons in the social
hierarchy, and (b) the proportion of individuals in each class
who are mainly motivated by sentiments that make for stability
sentiments' that make for change ('speculator'
('rentier' type) or by sentiments
type).

,5. There are alternating periods of change and stability due to
to
variation in the number of biologically superior persons in the classes
('circulation"of -elites') and to theproport~onofrentier
theproport~onofrentierand
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speculator types in the governing class ('distribution of residues').
The first two proposi'tions
proposftions are more directly relevant to a study of
primitive mentality than the others.
There are six classes of residues: (1) Instinct for combinations
(2) Group-persistences (persistence of aggregates) (3) Need of

expressing sentiments by external acts (activity, self-expression)
(4) Residues connected with sociality (5) Integrity of the
individual and his appurtenances (6) The sex residue.
Most actions that are e}Cpressions
e~pressions of .these residues are
non-logical in character and are rigidly distingUished
distinguished by Pareto
Pare to
from logical actions which derive from.
from and are controlled by,
experience. Pare
to includes thought (speech-reactions) as well
Pareto
as behaviour in his concept of 'actions'. Logied-experi.ental
thought depends on f~cts.and.
f~ctsand. not the facts on it and its
principles are rejected as soon as it is found that they do not
square with the facts. They assert experimental uniformities.
Non-logico-experimental theories are accepted a p'rio~~
p'rio~i- and
dictate to experience. They do not depend on tne
the rac1:s but
the facts depend on them. If they clash with experience,
in which term Pareto includes both observation and experiment,
arguments are evoked t()
to re-establish the aceord.·Logical
accord.~ogical actions
derive mainly from, processes of
of reasoning while non-logical
acti'ons
actions derive mainly from sentiments. Logical actions are
found connected with arts, sCiences,
sciences, economics and in military,
legal and political ope.r,atlons.
oper,ations. In other social processes
non-logical actions predominate. .
.
betweep. logical and non-logical actions is
The test betwee~
whether their subjective purpose accords with their objective
i.e.
means are adapted to ends. A
results, 1.
e. whether means
A logical
proposition is demonstrable by observation and experiment.
jUdge of the logico-experim~ntal
logico-experim~ntal value of a notion
of
The sole judge
notion·of
action is modern science.
Pareto qu()tes
quotes Hesiod "Do not make water at the mouth of
l?a.reto
a river emptying into the sea, nor into a spring. You muat
avoid that. Do not lighten yoUr bowels there, for it is,not
is'not
good to do so. "1 Both of these injunctions. are non-logical .
aqtions.. The precept not to befoUl drinking water has an objective
unknollll to Hesiod, but no subjective
Bubjective purpose.
result, probably unknol/ll
befoul rivers at,their mouths has neither .
The precept not to befoulri"vers
subje~tive purpose.
objective result nor subjec;:tive
purpose •. The precepts.belong
to Class II Genus ~ and Class II Genus 1 in Pareto's
Pareto' s sy,Doptic
s;vnoptic scheme
of classification.

..

GENERA AND SPECIES,

HAVE THE ACTIONS LOGICAL ENDS AND PURPOSES.
Objectively?

SUbjectively?
Subjectively?

Class 1. Logical Actions.
are~dentica1)
(The objective and the subjective purpose
purpos.e are
:i,dentical)
Yes
1.

The_Mind and &3&:iaty,
%he_Mind
QocJ.~, p.79.

2.

Idein., p.78.

Yes

·, -4
-4Class 2. Non-Logical Actions.
(The objective end differs from the subjective
Genus 1

No

Genus 2

No

No
Yes'
Yes

Genus 3
Genus 4

,Yes
.Yes

No

Yes

Yes

~urpose).
~urpose).

,SPECIES
SPECIES OF THE GENERA 3 AND 4
3a,

4a, ·The objective end would be accepted by the
4a,The
subject if he knew it.

3b,

4b,

The objective end would be rejected by the
subject if he knew it.

in. question are immediate ends and
"The ends and purposes in,
purposes. We choose to disregard the indirect. The'objective end
is a real one, located within the field of observation and experience,
and not an imaginary end, located outside that field. An imaginary
end may, on the other hand, constitute a subjective purposellll".•
If there is no real end then an action or proposition cannot
very well be judged by reference to scienfific values because it lies
outside the logico-experimental field where alone science can
operate, e.g. "When St. Thomas (Aquinas) asserts that angel
speaks to angel, he sets up a relation between things about which
the person keeping strictly to experience can say nothing. The
case is the same when the argument is elaborated logically and
one or more inferences are drawn. St Thomas is not content
with his mere assertion; he is eager to prove it, and says: 'Since
one angel can express to another angel the concept in his mind,
expr~ss
and since the person who has a concept. in his mind can expr~ss
it to another at will, it follows that one angel may speak to
another'. Experimental science can find no fault with the argument.
,i tsprovince211.
It lies altogether outside .itsprovince2".
. '

.

. ,Pareto is aware of the fact that frpm' the standpoint of formal
.,Pareto
validity. of premises i~ irr.elevant,.e;.il
logic the' validity,
irrelevant,,~il that is required being
sound reasoning fDoIIl ~he 'premises..
premises.. . However, he chooses to speak
of thought and action as logical when they are in accord wi th
nonreality and are adapted to the end at which they aim and as non
logical when they are not, from the point of view of science, in
such accord nor so adapted,
"Every
I~very social phenomenon may be considered under two aspects:
as it is in reality, and as it presents itself to the mind of this or
that human being. The first aspect we shall call 09jective,
o\>jective, the
~Eje~t~.Such ,a division is necessary for we cannot put
second ~Eje~t~.Such
1.

Idem, p. 78.

2.

Idem, p. 289.
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in one same class the operations performed by a chemist in his
laboratory and ·theoperations
,the operations performed by a person practising
Greeksail6rs in plying their oars to drive,
drive.
magic; the conduct of Greeksai16rs
their ship over the water and the sacrifices they offered to Poseidon
to make sure' ofasafe and rapid voyage. In Rome the Laws.of
Laws ,of
the XII Tables punished anyone casting a spell on a harvest. We
distinguish :such an act from the act of burning _a fie;Ld
choose to distinguish:such
fie~d
of grain.
'
grain •..
"We must not be misled by-the names we give. to the,twp
the·twp
aresubjet'~,1.ve, for
for· all human knowledge 'is
classes. In reality both aresubje~;~,1.ve,
Th~y are to be distinl5'~:;~ed
distin!5'~:;~ed not so much by any,
any.
subjective. Th~y
difference in nature as in view; ·of
of ,~.e
.~.e grea,ter or lesser fund of
or·think we
factual knowledge that we ourselves have. We know, or'tlUnk
know, that sacrifices to Poseidon have no effect whatsoever upon
a voyage. We therefore distinguish them from other acts which
(to our best knowledge, at least) are capable of having such an
diSCOVer that we have
effect. If at some future time we were to discover
been mistaken, that sacrifices to Poseidon are very influential in
securing a favourable voyage, we should have to reclassify them
with actions capable of such influence. All that
that-of
ispleoof 'course ispleo
nastic. It amounts to saying that when a persoh makes a
classification, he does so according to the knowledge he has. One
cannot imagine how things could be otherwise.
"There are 'actions that are means appropriate to ends and which
-There are other actions in which
logically link means .with
,with ends. 'There
missing.~e two sorts of conduct are very diff
diffthose traits are missing.~e
co~sidered under their objective or
erentaccording as they are co~sidered
their subjective aspect.
aspect •.' From the subjective point of view nearly
all human actions belong to the logical class. In the eyes of the
Greek mariners sacrifices to Poseidon and rowing with oars were
equally logical meansofnav~tion.
To avoid verbosities which
meansofnav~tion.
could only prove annoying, we had better give names to these
types of conduct. Suppose,
1_OzMLaJ....____~CUQ~6
Suppose _w~ apply the term' 1.OzMLaJ....
~cUQ~1? to
actions that logically conjoin means to ends not only from the
standpoint of the subject performing them, but from the standpoint
of other persons who have a more extensive knowledge - in <Stoar
words, to actions that are logical both subjectively and objectively
in the sense just explained. Other actions we' shall call DQ1J._~l.Q£Q&~J.
DQlJ._~lQ£Q&~l.
(by no means the same as 'illogical' )'l!'.
Besides asking (1) whether a belief is SCientifically
scientifically valid
('objective aspect') we may also ask (2) why do certain individuals
assert the belief and others accept it ('subjective aspect"
aspect') and (3)
what advantage or disadvantage has the belief for the person who
whostates it, for the person who accepts it, and for society as a
• ) Like many other wri ters(Mill, James,
whole (, aspect of utility' •)
Vaihinger, Sorel, etc.), Pareto emphasizes that an objectively
valid belief may not be
'socially useful or have utility for the
be'socially
individual who holds it. A doctrine which is absurd from the
logico-experimental standpoint may be socially beneficial and a
scientifically established doctrine may be detrimental to society.
society •.'
1.

Mem, pp. 76-77.
Igem,
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-6Pare to states it as his aim to demonstrate "experimentally the
Indeed Pareto
individual and social utility of non-logical.conduct1 ".
How does non-logical behaviour gain acceptance among people
capable of logical behaviour? Why do people b~liev~
b~liev~ in foolish~'
foolish~'
doctrines? Tylorand Frazer say it is because they reason erron
erroneously from correct observations. Levy-Bruhl says it is because
they passively accept collective p~tterns
p~tterns of thought in the society
into which they are born. According to Pareto the .answer is found
in their psychio states expressed in residues, the six classes
classeS of
which have been ennumerated. As Pareto
Pare to does not pay great attention
to the last four classes of residues
residueswe
we will transcribe the sub.
divisions of the first two classes only •
. CLASS I.
INSTINCT FOR COMBINATIONS.
1 a.

Generic combinations.

1 b.

Combinations of similars or opposites.
1 b (1)

1 b (2)

1 b (3)
1 b (4)

1 b (5)

Generic liken~ss
liken~ss or oppositeness.
UnUsual things and exceptional octurrences.
ocburrences.
Objects and occurrences inspiring awe or terror.
Felicitous state associated with good things;
infelicitous state, with bad.
substanAssimilation: physical consumption of substan
ces to get effects of associable, and more ra
rarely of opposite, character.

1 c

Mysterious workings of certain things; myster
mysterious effects of certain acts.

1 c (1) .

Mysterious operations in general.

1 c (2)

Mysteriouslinkings of names and things.

1 d

..Need
Need for combining residues •.

1 e

developments~
Need for logical developments~

1 f

Faith in the efficacy of combinations.
l' .

CLASS H
II.•
. GROUP - PERSISTENCES (PERSISTENCE- OF AGGRE.GATES)

11 a (1)

Persistence of relattons between a person and
placeEi.•
other persons and placeEi.•
Relationships of family and kindred groups.

11 a (2)

Relations with

11 a

1.

l.q~,
l.q~, p. 35. See also Pareto' 6
.illll'llOr.al.e,
~~, Paris, 1911.

p~aces.
p~aces.

~te.....m.v:tll~ Vtl'_tui§.t.~
__ ~:!!_J,,£l._]'itt~~~
~te.....m.Y:t1l~
Vtl'_tui§.t.~_J~:Ll£l._l-it't~~~
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11 a (3)

Relationships of social class.
. Persistence of relations between the
living and the dead.

il b
11 c

between 1)." dead person
Persistence of relations between~
and the tllings that. belonged to him in life. ..."

11 d·

Persistence of abstractions •

11 e

.. Persistence of
o,f uniformities.

11 f

Sentiments transformed into objective realities.

11 g

Personifications.
~bstractions.l
Need of new ~bstractions.l

11 h

This classification will strike the reader as being a number of
arbitrary, haphazard, categories, but it is
isanly
only fair to an author to
try to discover the meaning behind his~rds
his~rds so we will give one
Class.d and seek in these for
illustration of each sub-division of Classil
an interpretation of 'residues'.
1 .. a·

fl·
ft·

q~IJ,~~;i.c Com..bina
ti9Jl.§~.· Example: Pliny gives as remedies for
g~~~~ic
Co~binatiQ~~~
epilepsy "bears' testicle's, wild boars' testicles, wild boars' urine
(which is more effective when allowed to evaporate in the animals'
bladder); hog's testicles· dried, triturated, and beaten in sow's milk;
\oii th frankincense and white wine 2n.. (This re- ..
hares' lungs taken with
sidue comprises those magical aseociations
associations of which Tylor says
that they either never had rational sense or if they once had rati
rati ..
onal sense it has been forgotten, i.e. we can perceive no ideal liu·
lijk·
between the diseases and the drugs intended to cure them).

9gm..Q..i.n~ti~l±ll.
9gm..lti.n~t i~l±Il...Ql_~ini
..Ql_~ini 1a.,rp_
1a.,t:p . .9X.
.9X. ._9-PPQ~.;t.lee;l.i..
9-PPQ~.;t..t.e(';l.i .. q.~llez:i.c_1J~_@p..eJ~LQ!'
q.~llez:i.c_1J~.@p..eJ~LQ!, .

QIDlQ.g.ten.~ss.
QlmQ.g.ten.~ss.

These. are. the principles of .~imiJia.
si.miUb~Q.. C.P.r~Atu~
.~imiJ;i.a. si.miUbMQ
C.P.r~Atu~ and
Example: The 'Witch. in Theocri tus
tUB says "Del
"Delphis (her lover) has tormente9
tormente<;l me •. A laurel-branch 1 burn upon
kindled,' and burns
De1phis •. Even as this crackles aloud when it is kind1ed,and
in a flash so that not even its ashes do we see,sQ
see, sO may the flesh
of Delphis be consumed by the fire •••••••Even
••••••• Even as I melt the
wax with the help of a God,. so may Delphis the Myndian be· likewise
melted with love; and as I ,turn thisrhomb of bronze , so may he
(Delphis) be turned by Aphrodite towards my threshold3".
9~E_~!,tg·.;'a_.. ~_<?:rl't..:r_~:ri_ts.
9~E_~!,~!,.;'a_
~_<?:rl't..:r.~!,.i_ts.

.

(This residue comprises associationscf
associations~ ideas in magic of which
Tylor wrote and which are analysed at length by Frazer and clas
classed by him as'.(
as'. ( 'Homoephathic
'Homoepha thic magic
magi c ' ) •

1.

~,pp.

2.

t~,
t~,

p. 522.

3·

Ig~m,
I9~m,

p. 533.

516-517.
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1 b (2) •

.!!J:!~!!~~J~hi~~_ an4.
.. ~p_~~J_o~~1"':.9_C!9urr~~g~~. Example: Suetonicus
an~._~p_~~J_o~~1"':.9_C!9urr~~g~~.
records that, "Once upon a time a thunderbolt fell on the walls
of Velitrae (Vellitri), and that incident was taken as a presage that
a citizen of that city was to hold supreme power. Strong in that
faith the Velitrians made war on the Romans, but with little suc
success. -Not till years later did it become manifest that the presage
had foretold the advent of Augustus,' who came of a family of
Velitrae l ". (This residue inclUdes omens and portents).
1 b (3).

. Ob~e.c..t~L~m~~u.rr~~~in§lti.J'~D~e
.. g.ru:l..1.err.Qr.,. Example:
Ob~e.c..t~La~u.rr~~~in§1U.J'~D~e .g.ru:l..1.err..Q.r...
"This residue appears almost always by itself in certain situations
of which the following is typical. Speaking of the Cataline affair,
Sallust rela
tes 1 ~~1.1J.:Y!LQ1'.rti.J.i~l:l.e,
relates,
~~llJ.:Y!LQ1'.rti.J.i~l:l.e, XXII: 'There
''!'here were those at the
time who said that after Catiline had finished his address he pres
pressed his comrades in crime to take an oath,and passed around
human blood mixed with wine, whereof after they all
bowls of hUman
had tasted, with imprecations upon traitors, as is the custom in
solemn sacrifices, he made known his design to them, saying that
he had done as he had to the end that each having such a great···crime
great"'crime
to-~the
to-~the charge ct the other, they would be the less likely
to betray one another.
Some hold that these and many other
stories were invented by certain individuals who thought to miti
mitigate the unpopularity that later arose against Cicero by stressing
the enormity of the crime of the men who had been punishe~'.
punishe~'.
"Whether this story be true or a fabrication, the fact of the asso
association'of two terrible things remains: a dri~ing of human blood
and a conspiracy to destroy the Roman Repuolic
It.
Repul:>lic ".
1 b (4).
F.~J;i.9-t0~§~~a
.a,S~9£~§l~~_mlLgQ~hi~~~L~!ici
to us stai~,
stai~,
F.~J;i.9!.0~§~~ate .a,S9-9.9JEl
~!:LmlLgQ~hi~~!!.t.~!ici tous

~.!.!h..J:~~9..
~.!.!h..~~9..

Example: "The ancient Roinans ..credi
credi ted the gods wi th the
successes of their republic. Modern peoples attribute their econo
econoparlianiic
mic betterment to corrupt, ignorant, altogether contemptible parlia
ments. Under the old monarchy in Francethek1ng part90k
partQok of the .
divine. When something bad occurted t people said:
'said: 'if the King
only knew'. Now the
republic and universal suffrage ~e
ru.e the divi
divitherepul:>lic
ni
ties, Wni
versal sl,lffrage,
tul' •. SUch
Such the slogalf'
nities,
Wniversal
s1,lffrage, the' t:.aiSter of us all'
of our Deputies and Senators who are elected b~
by the votes of. people
who believe' in the dogma, "Ni Dieu,' Ni M~t:re!
M~tre! "'.3 .

__~~IJ~:l.~1atl&~!_."?..hY;;i.c.~±_.CL().~§_~E..t;:!:9_~_~f_.f;~'Q~
tanc.~_s~~g__ ~~_~if~c
~~_~if~c t~_o f
~~A:l.~1atl&~!_."?..hY;;:i,c.~± ..CL().~§_~E.-t;:!:9_~.~f_.f;~'Q~ tanc.~_s~~g
Example: "In view
eland· considering the strength, courage, and fleetness of foot
of Achilles, some were pleased to assume that in his childhood he had
been fed on marrow from the bones of lions and otheISspeeified bear's
marrow and the viscera of lions and of wild boars4". (This residue
asES.oci.a..1;>J...e.1-£itl.9.....lI.!.Qr.~_
aSES.oci.a..1;>J._e.1-£itl.~.lI.!.Qr.~_ raI~~;r.of
raI.~~;r_Qf ().l?pQ.l?i~~
().l?PQ!?i~~ IL~. .QP_~~~t~z:.
.Qll_~~~t~z:.

1.
2.

J..rumt.,
J.Mm.., p.54l.

3.

IQgm, p. 558.
.l..Q&m,

4.

.I.P.em,
l.P&m, p. 561.

l.ruml,
l.WmJ, pp. 552-553.
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corresponds to Frazer's category of "Contagious magic").
1

c.

,~¥_s~~!:io~~ylo:r.~!~~,o f ._~~ini1'!~.n&.9..L_rUi~
._~~inil'!~.n&.9..L_rUi~ t~r.;iotttL~J.§..<t1;§
,~¥_S~~!:iO~~Y10:r.~!~~,0

,..9U~.r.LaiJ:!1ci:t§.
,£tt-s~.r.LaiJ:!1ci:t§.

This residue figures in amulets, oaths,'
"
ordeaJ,.s, and taboos.
'

1,0. (1) •

.111~stID,Qy"§....9J?~rlil_ti.mlf;L.ln.~n~r.~l.
1~stID,Qy"§....9J?~rlil_Umlf;L.ln.~n~r.~l. Example: "According to
"Among the heathen there is a'dreadful thing called
Tertullian "Amorig
the f.~~gi~~",'the'spel11,
f.Sl:.~H~.t~1.UJl",' the' spell', which comes as the unfortunate result
of excessive praise and glory. This we sometimes believe to be
the work of the Devil, because he hates whatever is good,
judgement on pride
sometimes the work of God, for of Him comes jUdgement
in an exalting of the lowly and a humbling of the haughtyl.".
1 c. (2).

Mysterious 1inkings of names and things. Example: St.
siXc,
da.ys',' to wit, in siXe,
2
did God finish his handiwork ".
Augustine~ -says-llIii"i-perfe'cf"numbe-rof
Augusti.ne~
'says-ll'fii"i-perfe'ct'''numbe"rof

1 d.

tf~~$!..f9X._s..Q!!!.~riiJl,g«.~~s.iq:u~§.
tf~~$!..f9X
••s..Q!!L~riiJl,g«.~~s.iq:u~§. , Example: "The human being is
10th to dissever ,fa:l.th,
faith from experience; he wants a completed whole
free from discordant notes. For 'long
long centuries Christians believed
that their scriptures contained nothing a~ variance with historical
or scientific experiences. Some of them have now abandoned that
opinion as regards, the ~atura1
~atura1 sciences but cling to it as regards
history. Others are willing to drop the Bible, as science and his
history, but insist on keeping at least its morality. Still others will
~i11
have a much-desired accord, if not literally, at least allegorically,
by dint
d;int of ingenious interpretations. The Moslems are convinced
that all mankind can know is contained in the'Koran.
the Koran. The authority
of Homer was sovereign for the ancient Greeks. For 'certain
certain
Socialists the authority of Marx is
is,t or a,t least was, just as supreme.
No end offe1icitpus
of felicitous sentiments, are harmonised in a melodious
whole in the Holy'Progress and the Holy De~oeracy 6f modern
peoples3".
1 e.

..

,~~e~ ..fp.z:_JQ.g!9"a1 ..lt~,Y.fL!,Qm~I),t,~.
"Th,e dElman~
J~~e~.,fp.z:_:l.Q.g!9"a1
lt~X,fL!,QP..m~I),t,~. , ' "Tile
dElman~ for logic is satis
satisfied by pseUdo-logic
' ,',,,
,', " '
pseudo-logic as well as by rigorous logic
logic.• At' bottom
what people want 1s
ie to think-it matters little whether the thinking
be sound or fallacious •.•• We should not forget that if this in
insistence on haVing
having causes at all costs, be they real or imaginary,
has been responsible for many imaginary causes, it has also ~ed

::ldem,
::Ldem, pp. :572-573.
572-573.
2. .Idem, p.586•
p.586 •

L
1.

3·

~,

p.588-589.

~.}
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to the discovery of real ones. Asregardsresidues,
As regards residues, experimental
oriscience, theology, metaphysics, fatuous speculations as to the ori
depargins and the purposes of things, have a common point of depar
ture: a resolve, namely, ~Q.~
~R~ to stop with the last known cause of
beyo~d it, argue from it, find or imagine
the known fact, but to go beyo~d
something beyond that limit. Savage peoples have no use for the
metaphysical speculations
speCUlations of civilized countries,but they are also
strangers to civilized scientific activity; and if one were to assort
assOrt
that but for theology, and metaphysics,experimenta1 science would
not even exist, one could not easily be confuted. Those three
kinds of activity are probably manifestations of one same psychic
simultanestate on the extinction of which they would vanish simultane
ous1yill.
ous1yi".
Example: None is specially cited but the entire collection
of derivations afterwards enumerated by Pareto exemplify this
residue.
1 f.
r~_th in tl).e
efficac~ cQ!!1bina tion~.
tion~.
r~_th
t1).e efficac~
Example: "Speaking in
comgeneral, the ignorant man is guided by faith in the efficacy of com
combinabinations, a faith which is kept alive by the fact that many combina
tions are really effective, but which none the less arises spontaneously
within him, as may be seen in the child that amuses itself by trying
the strangest combinations. The ignorant person distinguishes little
if at all between effective and ineffective combinations. He bets
on lottery numbers according to his dreams just as confidently as he
goes to the railroad station at the time designated in the time-table.
He thinks it quite as natural to consult the faith-curer or the quaok
as to consult the most expert physician. Cato the Elder hands out
magical remedies and directions, for farming with the same assurance 2 ".

distinguiPareto does not consider that logical actions are to be distingui
pershed from non-logical actions on psychological grounds. "If a per
son is convinced that to be sure of a good voyage he must sacrifice
to Poseidon and sail in a sbip that does not leak, he will perform the
sacrifice and caulk his seams in exactly the same spirit3".
It is not entirely clear what Pareto means by residues. Evidently
1itt1ep3ycho10gy and preferred to be as vague as possible
he knew very 1itt1eIBycho10gy
at this end of his study. His critics and disciples do not enlighten
us about residues. Borkenau says that the concept has the qualities
unintelligible:' Sorokin says
of being unchangeable, meaningless, and unintel1igib1e~
that they are relatively co'nstant "drives" which are neither instincts
'dispOSitions'
nor sentiments. He compares them, among other things, to 'dispositions'
and 'complexes '5. Bousquet says that they are certain tendencies, certain
sentiments 6 •

1. I.d.e.nl. pp. 5;0-591.
5~O-591.
2.

:w.m.

pp. 593-594.

3. Idem. p. 210.
Q~t •• p. 48.
4. Borkenau, Ope Q~t.,
Q~~.t p. 48.
5. Sorokin, Q~~.t
6. Bousquet,op. cit., p. 135.

!'"
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.

I interpret his writings like HoMans and Curtis who describe
residues a.8 the common element in "certain utterances and wri-'
tings t ', as an abstraction. from "the obs,erved sayings, of men". Ne
Netings",
verthe:).ess, in their exposition they prefer to apply i;b.e
tb,e term also
(resi ..
to certain hypothetical sentiments. They say "Strictly, they (resi
dues) are not parts of a conceptual scheme, but uniformities ab
abstracted from the observed sayings of men. Common-sense, however,
has set up a conceptual scheme which in our habits of thought is
So closely joined with observations that it is inconvenient to
separate them. We all opserve that we say and do certain things,
conaected with
but we all feel as well that we have sentimftnts
6entim~nts conoected
these sayings and doings. Therefore the word 'residues' will be'
used to mean 'sentiments'. For it is not worth while to sacrifice
fo·r the sake of a
the directness of the language of common-sense fo,r
consistent rigourlltl".•
"
speaks of 'sentimen\' instead of 'residue'.
Pareto himself often speakaof
'residue~
branIn an address at Lausanne he said, "L'activite humaine a deux bran
du, sentiment et celle des recherches expe'ri
..
ches principales: celle du
exp~ri
exag~rer l'importance de la premiere.
mentales. On ne saurait exag~rer
C'est
,
le sentiment qui pousse a. l'action, qui donne la vie aux regles de
la morale, ,au devouement, aux religions, sous toutes
toutea leurs formes
l'aspiratio~
si complexes et si varides. C'est par l'aspiratio~
l'ideal que
SUbsistent
subsistent et progressent les societ/s humaines. Mais la second branche
mati~re que
est aussi essentielle ~our ces sociates; elle fournit la mati~re
ren ..
met en oeuvre la premiere; nous lui devons les connaissances qui ren
efficaces l'action
Paction et d'utilea
d'utiles modific,ations
modific,9.tions du sentiment, iface
dent efficacea
~ce
s t adapte peu
pel.\ a.~ peu tr~s lentement, 11
vrai, 'aux
auxquelles iill s'adapte
il est vrai,aux
'
conditions de l'ambiant.
~.
~
.

a

Toutes les sciences, les naturelles comme les sociales, ont ou~ ~
m~lange de sentiments et d'exp'riences. 11 a fallu
leur origine, un m~lange
op~rerune s6paration de ces elements, laquelle,~
laquelle,~
des siecles pour op~rerune
lessci~nces
notre epoque, est presque entterement accomplie pour lessci~nces
sonaturelles et qui a cO!llmence
co~ence et se'poursuit pour lessciences so
ciales 2".
,But Pareto uses the word 'sentiment' only as a useful concept
and not as something which can be observed. Though he often
interchanspeaks of sentiments and residues as though they were interchan
teFms·$n his scheme they strictly refer~oquite'di~tinct
refer~oquite' di~tinct
geable teFms'$n
things., ·We
observ~, that men~ct
men~ct in certain .,ways'
ways' in certain situa
si tuathings.'
,We observ~.
that. there is a common factor
beha-'
tions and we find that
facto,r in their beha
the)epaviour-pa.tt~ni~ is' .theresi;'
viour. This const8.l\telement in the)epaviour-pa.tt~ni~
,theresi;' ,
thei~portant variable in a complex of r~al behaviour. " ,,',
dUe, and is thei~portant
unimportant variable
What isinconst.ant
isincons~ant are the derivations which are the uni~portant
in the complex. The residues and the derivations are therefore
observed facts and the sentiment ·is
,is a conceptualization of the facts,
is the facts translated into a system.ofideas.
i.e. iathe
aystemofideaa.
We can best understand Pareto's scheme by quoting examples.
(Eumenesand
Cer9.l!) prepare a food
We see that certain insects (Eumenes
and Cer2l!)
spec:i.es pre:'
pre:"
supply for their worms and that"air'members'-or the'se species
behapare it in very much the same way. What is variable in their beha
oommon to all insects of thespeoies
viour is a derivation. 3 What is common
1.

2.

3.

Introduction to Pareto. His Socioloil.Pp.87-89.
SociolOiJil.pp.87-89.
Homans and Cu:iltis,
C~tis, An IntrodUction
426~•.'(Quote4
(Quote' as appendix
Journal d'Economi& Politique, 1917. pages 426~.
to Homans and Curtis, An Introduction to Pareto. His Sociology.
To Conform to Paretran usage one should say it is analogous to der1ya:tion§
der1yatiQg§
because he does not consider der~yat~Qns
der~yat~Qns to occur in animal behaviour.
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is a residue;i,.e. what remains after all variations have been. abstra
abstracted (it is the purest type of non-logiaa1 action' and belongs to Genus
3 in Pareto's synoptic scheme). 'We conceptualize'this'common.
behaviour and 'call it instinct. We do 'this for 'OUr
'our 'own convenience.
Simil~rly
Simil~rly it is convenient to speak of an instinct for nestbuilding
in birds since it obstructs thought if we ha~ealways
haYealways to describe
the whole range of like beh~viour
beh~viour for which the word 'instinct'
stands in a conceptual scheme. Those who do not like' the word
may substitute
6ubsti tute for i't the behaviour. When we sepak 6f instinct we
make no statement about the psychophysiological action that may
accompany, or even cau'se,
of observed
cause, behaviour,
behaYiour, but we speak of
behaviour alone.
The word 'sentiment' is used in the same'manner. A residue
is what is constant in a range of behaviour, i.e. it is a constant
uniformity. An observer notes that in England people react in
certain situations to certain symbols such as 'King' and 'Union
Jack'. Herostracts from their behaviour what is Constant in
individuals and ceremonies. This is the residue. It isa pure
abstraction beca:use
because it will not be observed except in combination
wi
th the varie.ble
with
variable elements in real behaviour but it is observable
behaviour none the, less. For sake of convenience we refer to the
residue as the 'sentiment of patriotism' and we say tmat the beha
behaviour both expresses~nd
hypoexpresses~nd strengthens the sentiment.
This hypo
thetical entity denotes a psychological state and therefore may not
refer to anything observable and deseribable but it is useful because
it enables us to relate a great number of 'facts to one another in
the same way as the notion of graVitation enabled people to relate
falling apples, the motion of the planets, and many other'observa
other'observations,1;o
tions,to one another.
Pare
to finds in his survey of literature that in many countries
Pareto
and times when a storm arises at sea people do something to
quell it~ They may make magic, or pray to the GodS,
Gods, or do some
something else. Exactly what they do is, from his point of view, irre
irrelevant. That they feel something can be done to qUiet the storm
and that they do this something, are the important facts. Men have
always feasted but many different reasons 'are given for their banquei~.
banque.ll,i,.
"Banquets in,honour of the dead become banquets in honour of the Gods, and
then again banqUets in horto'ur
finally' they go back and
hortour of saiire;
sains; and then finally
become ,merely commemoratfvebaziquets
'Forms: cali
can ,be
.be changed, but i t
commemoratfveba!iquets again. ;;'Forms:
is much more ,difdcuJ,t to; s"uppr'ess""the banque',ts. :\jrie,fly
:!lrie,fly (and therefore not
very exactly) one migllt say,that"& -r,eligious
cus.tom o'r a custom of that
r,eligious dus.tom
general character offers 8.
a less resistence to change, 'the 'farther
removed it stands from its residues in simpleassociatiorisof ideas and
acts, and the larg~proportion
larg~proportion it contains of theological, metaphysical,
or logical conceptsl"'I'he banquet is the residue; the reason for holding
it is the derivation. But it is no special kind of banquet but simply
the act of banqueting at all times and in all places that is Pareto's
Pare to I s
residue.

1.

Pareto,!he
Pareto, !he M1nd and SOQiety., p. 607 •

.:;
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exam plea, to .,ill
us tra te Pareto's
Pare to 's use of
I will give two final examples
illustrate
'residue' and 'sentiment'.
CONCEPTUAL PLANE
.§~ti.rrum.t
.§~ti.m.e1it

PLANE •
OBSERVATIONAL PLANE.
Beaidue

Real
Real. BehayiQyr
BehayiQYr.•

abc.
A________________________a.____________....,;ade.
~ade.

afg.
ahi.
perLet us take a hypothetical African people who in drought per
rain.Theirr~tes are abc. Christian"
form a ceremony to make ra1n.Theirr~tes
missionaries convert them and now when they want to make rain
they go into a church and the minister prays for rain. These
rites:::= ade. The people, however, become converted
Christian rites
to Islam and adopt new rites to obtain rain., namelyarg.
namelyafg. Later
they relapse into paganism. again but having forgotten their ancient.
ancient,
of, a neighbouring
namrites of rain-making borrow those of
neighbouring' people, nam
ely ahi., When we compare all these rites we find they have a,'
a
common element, a, in that in the situation of drought a ceremony
is held to obtain rain, and there may be common elements in the
'However"
rites themselves e.g. prayers to a Divinity
Divinity and so forth. 'However,
elemeJ'lts are always found with
in real situations these common elements
the other and variable elements. The residue is an abstraetion from
these real situations. Those who find tbat it helps them to ,underunder- ,
people,he,ve a,
stand the facts better by saying that this African people.he,ve
social sentiment, A, in regard to rain 'and account for the constant
~ttribl.lting it
behaviour they observe by ~ttribqting
it. to the sentiment are in no
'tha.t they'
danger so long as they realise what they are doing, i.e. 'that
are merely conceptualizing the residue.
'
We need not have taken an hypothetical African tribe. Let us
take abc = Christianity, ade :::= Islam, afg :::= HindUism, ahi :::=
Christia.n science. The theologies and rites of thesereligio~
thesereligio~ are
Christian
very different. Let us consider only one element in the complex,
namely, moral conduct. All.these·religions condemn adultery, theft~
theft~
tho~esocieties,where the
murder,incest, etc., and the peoples in tho~esocieties,where
moral,
religions hold sway express horror'at
horrorcat the breach of t~e mora],
code; the great majority observing it and punishing those who
·break'it. Conduct is oonstant and uniform. 9nly the reasons
gi ven for the conduct and theaanctions
the aqctions which are associated
associa. teil ,with
given
with
it differ in many particulars. ,This is an observable fact. Those
who "like to conceptualize·
conceptualize' it by referring to religious sentimants
sen timen ts
who"like
are at liberty to do so.
are,at
From what has been said about ,'residues' the meaning Pareto
attaches
attacheS to 'derivations' will be apparent. Strictly derivations are
b,ehaviour. In the above
relatively inconstant elements ina rangepf behaviour.
diagram they are b, c, d, e, f, g, .h, i. But Pa~eto generally uses
thetetmto
speech-reathe term to denote what are often called ideologies or speech-rea
ctions, i.e. the reasons men give for doing things. He thus con~
acti.on, which. expresses:i t with
w:L th tbe
trasts the sentiment and the acti.onwhich,
hoexplanation men advance to justify their action. He recognizes, ho
wever, that sentiments are expressed in both action and ideologies
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need' for action but also a need for
because men not only have a need
intellectualiZing their actions, though whether by sound or absurd
inteJl.ectua1iZ1ng
diarguments matters little. What is done and said need have no di
rect relation to a sentiment but they satisfy needs for action and
intellectual justification.
exiPareto saw the sentiment, the behaviour, and the ideology as exi
sting in a functional relationship. The behaviour and the ideology
conare derivatives of the sentiment and of these two the relatively con
stant behaviour is the more importan,t variable.
Above all Pareto objected, like Durkheim, LCtvy-Bruhl, and many
theori'es that i~~ret
in.~ret behaviour by reference to
other writers, to theories
Spenthe reasons that men give to explain it. He severely criticises Spen
cer and Tylor for suggesting that primitive peoples argued logically
from observation of phenomena that souls and ghosts must
exist and that they instituted a cult of the dead in consequence of
Coulantheir logical conclusions. Likewise he criticised Fustel de Coulan
ges for saying that from the religion of the hearth human beings
learned to appropriate the soil and on their religion based their
title
ti
tle to the soil. Pareto remarks that religion and ownership of land
are likely to have developed side by side. Coulanges further said
that,the
that· the family, which by religion and duty remained grouped around
the. altar itself. Pareto
Pare to com
comits altar became fixed to the soil like the
obviously happened was that certain people came
ments that what obViously
manito live in separate fantlies fixed to the soil and one of the mani
festations of this mode of life was a certain kind of religion which
in its turn 'reacted on the mode of life and contributed towards
relationkeeping the families separate and fixed to the soil. The relation
ship is not a simple cause-effect relationship but one of reciprocal
interdependence. Family.life, cult, and system of beliefs, interact
on one another and strengthen one another.
Nevertheless, although ideologies may react on sentiments it is the
sentiments 'that are basic and durable. A particular ideology may
Change
change but the sentiment that gave rise to it will remain and ·an
,an
entirely different ideology may take the place of the previous one.
e.g •. the
In fact the same residue
residue may give rise to apposed derivations, e.g•.
m~nifestations.
sex residue maybe expressed in a violent hatred of all sex m~nifestations.
Therefore the derivations are· always dependent on the residue and
them~' It is a one-sided functional relationship.
not it on them~·
H9spital~ty is Universal so·
so' ~hat when the Greeks said that, a man
H9spital~ty
because' "StrangelBs and b~ggars .
must be hospitable to'strangers because·
come from Zeus" we: can leave Zeus out of. consideration. The
votcing their inclination'to
inclination' to be hospitable to
Greeks "were merely voicing
visitors, and Zeus was dragged in to give a logical colouring to .
the custom, by implying that the hospitality was offered either in
the' punishment that Zeus held in
reverence for Zeus, or to avoid the·
precept ull • Other peoples give different
. store for violators of the precept"
re~ons for hospitality but all insist on the hospitality.
re~onsfor
The giving
derivaof hospitality is the residue; the reason for .giving it is the deriva
tion. The feelings and the behaviour to which they give rise are

1.

Pp_ cit. p. 215.
Opo
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the important things. ,The
for. the behaviour do not mat
mat.The reasons for
ter. Almost any reason will serve thepurpQse
the'purpose equally well, and,
,therefore even if a'
.be convinced
a man can
can.be
oonvinced that his reasons for doing
something he is very desirous of doing are erroneous
unli-,
erroneo~s he is unli-.
kely to cease
reaoease his action but will rather look for a, new set of rea
sons to justify his conduct.
HencePareto,
unexpectedly, quotes
oonduot.
Hence Pareto, unexpeotedly,
Herbert Spencer with approval when he says that not ideas but fee~
lings, to which ideas serve only as a. guide, govern the world
world.•
"Logically", Pareto wrote,' "one ought first tbbelieve in a given,
religion and then in the efficacy of., its ri tes ~ theeffj,cacy logically,
being the consequence of the belief. Logically" it is absurd. to
offer a prayer unless there is'someone to hearken to it. But roillogical conduct is derived bya precisely reverse process. There is
first an instinctive belief in the' efficacy of a rite, then an 'explanation' of the belief is desired,' then it is found in religion"l.
In fact there are certain elementary types of behavio.ur, found in
all societies, in similar situations, and directed towards similar objects. These, the residues, are relatively constant since they spring
from'strong sentiments. The exact manner in which the sentiments are expressed and the ideologies that accompany their expression are va.:'iable. Men in each society express them in the
particular idiom of their cultUre. Logical interpretations especially
"assume the forms that are most generally prevalent in the ages
in whichtJtey are >volved. These are comparable to the styles
of costume worn by people in ,the periods corresponding,,2. 'If
we want to understand human beings therefore we must always .
get b~hind their ideas and study their behaviour and once we have
understood that sentiments control behaviour it is not difficult for
us to understand the actions of men mremote times because residues
change little through centuries, evenmilleniums., How could we'
still enjoy the poems of Homer and the elegies; tragedies, and comedies of the Greeks and Latins ·if we did not find them expresSing sentiments that, in great part at least, we share?3 Pareto,'s
conculsi6n may'be summarized in the dictum 'Human nature does
not change', or, in his own words· "Derivations vary, the residue
endures"Lj.. .
.
"
'
crit'icisms of., Pareto's
Pare to , s
. I will now note some comments'
oomments' on, and crit'ioisms
theories about :te'sidues
w.i th', the .dif
,dif:re'sidues and deriva'lions.
derivaiions. In harmony' with'.
fuse and disjointed structure of
' the book I will not.
not, attempt gene
gene ..
of'the
ral criticism but will isolate a number of points'fc;>r
points'for rema.rk. I se
se ..
lect particularly those problems that are relevant to a study of pri
primitive mentality.
(1) Pareto like Tylor, Frazer, and Le;vy-Bruhl, employed a
faulty comparative method. He took beliefs from here, there and
everywhere', and fitted them into his theoretical mosaio.
mosaic. What
I have said elsewhere5 in criticism of this way of
0:( wri ting applies .
also to Pareto's treatise~
treatise~
1. 0R.cll.
OR. ell. p. 569.

2. J2lh..~,.
J2lh..~,. p. 143.

3. _OR. ,ci
t. p.1183.
,cit.
4. .QJ:!.~.t.
.QD.~.t. p. 660.
5. "The Intellectualist Interpretation of Magic" and "Levy-Bruhl's
"Levy.. Bruhl's theory
of Primitive Mentality", ..,~H.U~t1-n.
~H.U!rlln. of t~e
th,e...Fa9.ul:t.l
...Fa9,ul:t.l 9J....AU~-'
9J....AU~,., Egyptian
University 1933,1934. L-Reprinted in J.A.S.O. Vol.lV., No.3, Vol.l
No.2.J
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(2) Pareto had this advantage over contemporaryanthropolocontemporaryanthropolo
giste:
gista: he did not have to rely on what travellers and missionaries
said about savage superstitions. By restricting his field to classical
and post-classical
times in European countries he was able to
poat-classicaltimes
use what the natives themselves said about their beliefs. His main
texts were Greek and Roman and mediaeval books.

(3) He had a further advantage in that he was in a sense a
fieldworker. Tt
it is true that he took all his data from books and
newspapers and also that he made a study of ideologies rather
than behaviour. But his life was not spent' in the study and the
walls of a college were not the limits of his experience. In his
early life he had been a practical man of affairs and had learnt by
observation that there are wide differences between what men say
are their aims and what they really want to do. Nevertheless, he
could, as a rule, only indirectly apply his observattns of human
behaviour to interpret his data. Hesiod, Plato, Suetonious, and
Aristotle, cannot be cross-examined and we cannot do field-work
among the ancient Greeks.
(4) I have criticized Frazer, for comparing the scientist in mo
modern Europe with the magician and priest in savage and barbarous
societies, and Ldvy-Bruhl
LdvY-Bruhl for comparing the modes of thought of
an educated European in the 20th century with the beliefs of pri
primitive peoples. Pareto does not make this mistake. He intends
to study the part played by logical, and the part played by non
nonlogical, thought and behaviour side by side, and in interaction, in
the same culture. His intention was excellent. In fact, however,
he does not adhere to this plan. He writes at great length about
fallacious beliefs and irrational behaviour but he tells us very little
about common-sense beliefs and empirical behaviour. Therefore
just as L'vy-Bruhl leaves us with the impression of savages who
are continuously engaged in ritual and under the dominance of·
of
mystlcalbeliefs
mystical
beliefs so Pareto gives us a picture of Europeans at all
periods of their history at the mercy of sentiments expressed in
a vast variety of absurd notions and actions. If Pareto for civilized
L6vy·Bruhl for savages, had given us a detailed account
peoples, and L6vy·Bruh1
of their real life during an ordinary day we would be able to
jUdge whether their non-logical behaviour is as qualit~t1vely
judge
qualit~t1vely and
ssthe
quantitatively important as
the writers' ,selective methods would lead
usto suppose. Actually, I would contend, non-logical con
conduct plays a relatively minor part in the behaviour of either primi-,
civilized'men and is relatively of minor importance.
tive 'or civi1ized'men
(5) Pareto's work is an amusing commentary on Ikvy~Bruhl
Ikvy~Bruh1 books.
Levy-Bruhl has wrDten several volumes to prove that savages are pre
prelogical in contrast to Europeans who ,are,
,are logicaL Pareto has written
several volumes to prove, that Europeans 'are non-logical. It would
therefore seem that no one 'is mainly 'controlled by reason any
anywhere or at any epoch. The sitUation is yet more ,amusing when
hj'fl1Self from describing
,
we remember that Levy-Bruhl excused htfllSelf
the characteristics of civilized mentality on the grounds that an
andefined· .them...
cient and modern savants have adequately defined,
,them... F.orPareto
bases his contention that civilized thought is primarily non-logical
.'
on the writings of these same savants. l
1.
Op.,- J. L. Myres "The Methods of Magic and of Science", f..QJJslQ!..E!, vol.
L Op.,'
36 1925. For his magical data Prof. Myres does not find it necessary to
.go further than the writings of his anthropological oolleagues.
'go
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(6) Indeed one of the reasons why I have chosen to analyse
Pareto's treatise is to bring out the fact that a study of unscienti
unscientific thought and ritual behaviour cannot be restrided
restricted to primitive
societies but must b~ extended to civilized societies also. He al
allows to common-sense notions and empirical behaviour about as
much place ia Greek, Roman,aoomodern
Roman,andmodern European communities
as Lavy-Bruhl allows them in central Kfrican,
A:frican, Chinese','
Chinese~ a~d North
adnlits that perhaps people are
American Indian communities. He admits
a little more reasonable than they used to be, but soHittle more
that it is scarcely to be observed. Our diagram to illustrate Pareto's
viewsis therefore thus:.
.
Later periods of history.

I
I

I
I

Earlier periods of history.

..

LogicoLogico
experimentaL

Non-logicoNon-logico
experimental.

logico-experimental
The relation of the logico
... experimental field to the non-logico
non-logicoexperimental field is fairly constant throughout history. Also by
his analysis of human behaviour and his classification of it i~to
residual categories Pareto establishes sociological uniformities that
comparison.· If his analysis is correct it would
may serve as units of comparison.'
aee~disadvantageous to maintain studies of primitive so
so ...
cieties and of civilized societies as separate disciplines
disCiplines as is the
present scientific policy.

u

(7) Another reason why I devote so much space toa conside
consideemphasizes~the need for
ration of Pareto's writings is because he emphasizes:the
a clear distinction between logico-experimental thought and beha
behaviour and other forms of thought and behaviour and in doing so
raises questions. of terminology Which, had·
had' they been earlier consi
considered, would have prevented much confusion in social anthropol
anthropology. Pareto's division of thought into two categories, the logico
logiconon-logico-experi~~ntal
experimental and the non-logico
... experi~~ntal is excellent and is
weare
necessary if we
are going to investigate the part played by logico
logicosociety. .
experimental thought in SOCiety.
.our classificaul
classificati ,1 is
But it must be remembered, firstly, that ,our
never absolute since it is always relative 'to present-day knowledge, and,
secondly, that it tells us nothing about thepaychological
the psychological and socio
socio ...
logical qualities of the facts under investigation. It tells us only
propo~ion is valid, whether an inference from it is
whether a propo~ion
sound, and whether behaviour based upon it is adapted to the end
towards which it is directed. It is possible that from the 1081co
1081co-
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experimental view-point two propositions, A and B, may be placed
psychological or socio
socioin opposite categories whereas from the psychologieal
logical view-points they may be placed in the same oategory.
olassified according to the
Pareto understands
unde~stands that facts must, be classified
point of view of the observer and that the classifioationof one
observer will therefore be different from the classification of another
Tln'III).}' points out that the logico-experimental and the
observer. Th1O.).}'
non-Iogioo-experimental actions of Greek sailors are psychologically
non-logioo-experimental
the same.
But Pareto's terminology is not acceptable because his non-log!
non-logico-experimental category does not really tell us about the validity
of inferences from propositions but only about the validity of the
propositions themselves. ' Levy-Bruhl saw that primitive thought is
coherent and that savages make valid inferences from propositions
though the propositions are not in acc~rd
acc~rd with experience
even thOUgh
oulture and are contained
oontained in beliefs that are
but are dictated by culture
logioo-experimental standpoint. It is
demonstrably false from a logico-experimental
unfortunate, therefore, that he ohose to speak of primitive notions
as prelogical
prelogioal because we then have to talk about prelogical
prelogioal logic
logio
inoonvenient. Pareto, more clearly
olearly than L~vy-Bruhl,
L~vy-Bruhl,
which is very inconvenient.
logioal accord
aocord
has stated that human thought and actions are in logical
oalls
with propositions but when the propositions are invalid he calls
them non-logical. This creates an even worse terminological mudmUd
dle for we have then to speak of non-logical logic.
Pare to both wanted to make the same
Levy-Bruhl and Pareto
Bame point and
both used the same cumbrous terminology. In science the validity
of premises and the logical co-ordination of propositions are
everything and the scientist aims always and above all to test his
thought by observation and experiment and to avoid contradiction
between his propos.tions. Outside the field of science a man does
not trouble himself whether thought is based on observanon and
experiUlent and is not seriously inconvenienced
inconvenienoed by contrl,:'.1ict~ be
bet'lIeen his
hisproposi
tions.
tween
propositions.
He aims always and above all to ensure
that his notions and conduct shall be in accord with sentiments
and if he can achieve that end their scientific value, and to some
extent their logical value, are of little importance. A savage sees
an ill-omened bird and abandons'his journey to avoid misfortune.
His conduct is in accord with a socially determined proposition.
beoause
He does not consider whether it i~ experimentally sound because
for him the experimental proof is contained in the proposition. A
train is wrecked. Some people at once say that communists have
wrecked it. That communists could, not have been responsible
and that it would have been entirely against their interests to have
hate com
wrecked the train, are irrelevant to such people. They hatecommunists. A train has been wrecked. Therefore the communists are
responsible.
dicSentiments are superior todbservation and experiment and dic
tate to them everywhere save in the laboratories of science.
What have logico-experimental methods to do with the feelings of
a lover, a patriot, a father, a devout Christian, and a communist?
A lover is notoriously blind to what is evident to everyone else.
What is sense to a communist is nonsense to other people. For
Fo~
in these realms our judgements are made to accord with sentiments
and not with observations.

..

'" .
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Feelings cannot be logical or otherwise and sentiments are out
outside the domain of science. But when they are expressed in
words the proposlions can be classed from the point of view of
formal logic into logical and illogical statements, and from the point
of view of science into valid and invalid statemerna.
Logical reasoning may be unscientific since it is based on in
invalid premises. It is therefore desirable to distinguish between
science and logic. Science is understood ;in
~n the sense given to
.
the word by most scientific wtiters on the subject, e.g. Mach, Pe
Pearson, and Poincare. Scientific notions are those which accord
with objective reality both with regard to the validity of their pre
premises and to the inferenceS drawn from their propositions. Uns
Unscientific notions are those wh~ch
premiwh~ch are invalid either in. their premi
ses or in the inferences drawn from them. Logical notions are
those in which according to the rules of thought inferences would
be true were the premises tTue,the
true, the truth of the premises being
irrelevant. Illogical notions are those in which inferences would
not be true even were the premises tr.ue, the truth of the premises
again being irrelevant.
Much confusion that has arisen by use of such terms asnon
asronlogical and pre-logical will be avoided by maintaining a distin
distinction between logical and scientific. In making pots all grit must
be removed from the clay or the pots will break. A pot has
broken during firing •.
•.'' This is probably due to grit. Let us examine
the pot and see if this is the cause. That is logical and scientific·
. thought. Sickness is due to wi
tchcraft. A man is sick. Let us
witchcraft.
consult the oracles to discover who is the witch responsible.
That is logical and unscientific thought.
Pareto
(8) Pare
to makes his writing unnecessarily difficult to follow
by speaking of actions as 'well as speech as logical and non-lo
non-logical. What he means is that actins can be based on scientific
scientifically valid propositions or scientifically invalid propositions. If a
man shoots another through the heart it stops beating and dies.
Acting on this proposition A shoots B through the heart. This is
what Pareto calls a logical actin. If a man makes magic against
another he dies. Acting on this proposition A makes lethal magic
against B. This is what Pareto calls a non-logical action. It will be
more convenient to call the one an experimental, and the o~her
o~her a
non-experimental, action since the one is from the viewpoint of
observer well adapted to achieve the end aimed at whereas the
other is ill-adapted.
Problems of terminology become more difficult when we leave
the technological plane' and begin· to discuss . behaviour on the moral
plane. In this review, however, we may use Pareto's device of
contrasting experience with sentiment, science with morals, for I
attempt only to expound Pareto's scheme and not to propound a
defin~d scientific thought
scheme of my own. Like Levy-Bruhl he defin~d
and moral (mystical, non-logico-experimental) thought in the
rough and showed that there is a real sociological task to per
perform in unravelling/and in traCing
tracing the development of, their
L~vy-Bruhl, he left.
detailed analysis to
interrelations. Like L~vy-Bruhl,
left,detailed
others.
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(9) Pareto's referenoe to sentiment was dangerous. Too often
we see him falling into the pit prepared for those who seek to
explain behaviour in psychological terms by attributing it to sen
sentiments, needs, dispositions, and so forth. They observe a range
of behaviour with a common objective and say that there is a sen
sentiment or instinct that produc68 the behaviour. They then explain
the behaviour by reference to the sentiment or instinct they have
hypothesized from the behaviour. Men act in a certain way towards
their country's flag. It is assumed from this that there is a senti
sentiment of patriotism and the behaviour is them explained by saying
that it springs from a sentiment of patriotism.
Nevertheless in fairness to Pareto it must be
be. admitted that he
perceived a basic, perhaps the basic, problem in sociology, and
realized
realised that only inductive methods of research will solve it. If
different societies are to be compared then it is essential to strip be
behaviour of its variable characters and to reveal its uniformities, i.e.
to reduce observed behaviour to abstractions which will serve as
units of comparison. And who would deny that in all societies
there is a range of Simple
simple and uniform modes of behaviour, call
them sentiments orresidues, or participations, or merely X, for
else how could we, as Pareto asks, so easily understand the
speech and behaviour of savages and men of earlier times?
(10) There is a great similarity between Levy-Bruhl's cQaective
representations and Pareto's derivatinns, and between L~vy-Bruhl's
L~vy-Bruhl's
mystical participations and Pareto's residues. The main theoretical
difference between them is that L~vy-Bruhl
L~vy-Bruhl regarded the facts as
socially determined and thus accounted for acceptance of belief by
generality, transmission, and compulsion, whereas Pareto regarded
them as psychologioally determined and explained themqy senti
sentiments and other somewhat mysterious psychological drives. In
any society we find a large'number of collective representations
(derivations) organized into a system. When we analyse them
by comparison and remove what is not common to all societies
we find a residue of simple modes of behaviour powerfully char
charged with emotion, e.g those classified by Pareto as group-persis
group-persistences: relations of family and kin, relations with places, relations
between the living and the dead, and so forth. These relations
are what L~vy-Bruhl(.alls
L~vy-Bruhl(.alls mystical participations. Any occurence
is at once,as Levy-Brubl puts it, interpreted in terms of the
collective representations, and as Pareto puts it in terms of the
derivations. The thoUght of men is organized not so much by
the logic of science as by the logic of collective representations or
the logic of sentiments, and an action or statement must accord with
the representations, or sentiments, rather than with experience. It
is only in the technological field that science has gained ground
from sentiment in modern societies. Hence our difficulty in under
understanding much of
primitive magic while we readily appreciate most
of their other notions since they accord with sentiments we
ourselves possess for "Derivations vary, the residue endures".
(11) Anothe:-.'cardinal problem perceived by Pareto is the
relatton between individual psychology and culture. Indeed the
treatment of this problem is perhaps the best part of his thesis.
There are 111
iD. Bll:·indi
viduals certain psychological traits and in any
Bll:·individuals
society there are psychological types and these traits and types
will manifest themselves in culture regardless of its particular forms.

\..
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The sex instinct manifests itself in every society and if it is
prohibited in one mode of expression it will manifest itself in
another. A dominan* and ambitious man will seek power by all
means and at all costs whether he is born in China or Peru;
whether he.enters the army, the church, the law, or academic life;
whether fDr the moment he expresses his ambitions in the idiom
of socialism or conservatism. For,individuals are not entirgy
conditiomdby culture but only limited by it and always seek to
exploit it in their own interests. Thus a moral ideology may be
acknowledged by all men but often they twist it till it serves their
interests even though it is contradicted in the process and'one
authority, for his actions what another quotes as
man quotes as authority'
authority for condemning them. In any situation
situat10n a man will select
from social doctrine what is of advantage to him and will exclude
the rest, or will interpret a doctrine in the manner which suits
his interests best. Christian teachings are supposed to determine
human behaviour but what often happens in fact is that men
control Christian dogma selecting from its doctrines what pays
them and excluding the rest, or interpreting
interpreting what eonflicts with
their actions so that it seems to support them.

(12) Finally, I will draw attention to Pareto's methodology
which wa~ sound even if his employment of it was often unsatis
unsatisfactory. It may be summed up in two. statements, (~) In a real
situation we have to consider certain factors and neglect others if
we are going to obtain scientific results.
Science dealS always
with abstractions in this manner and allows for distortion until it
can be corrected by further study
stUdy of the neglected factors. Thus
Pareto decided to pay no attention to environmental, historical,
racial,and other, factors that oondition social life but to study only
the interrelations of psychological facts with one another and, to
some extent, with economic changes and- biological variations, (b)
He tried to make a functional study of these facts by noting uni
uniformities and interdepenceroiss between them. He expressed con
contempt for people who seek to discover the origin of things both'
in terms of development and in terms of diffusion. Indeed one of
the chief weaknesses of his book is that his exclusive interest in
functional relationships of a psychological kind led him to neglect
stUdy of cultural development and
a study
and. cultural variations which alone
enable functional relationships to be established.
many points in Paretois
(13) There are many
Pareto i s rambling account· about

t'

which criticism might be levelled again$him.I have mentioned
only a few and have rather sought to ~mphasize
~mphasize his contributions
than his shortcomings and to remark upon those ideas which can
be compared with the ideas of writers about primitive peoples
and those which lead to important sociological problems. I would
make it clear that I do not consider Pareto's contributions to so
sociology of great importance. What is valuable in his writings is
commonplace in comparative sociology. None the less he is a
SUbject for treatment in an history of theories of primitive
useful subject
mentality.
E.E. Evans-Pritchard.

